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By Joey Yap

JY Books Sdn. Bhd. (Joey Yap). Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Nose: Wealth,
Integrity, Identity, Joey Yap, Every face has a story to tell.what's yours? Joey Yap's "Face Reading
Essentials" comprise a series of short yet detailed guides that describe each important facial trait
on the face. These are accompanied by clear, elegant illustrations that you can easily identify and
reference into types on a REAL face. You will be able to use the information given to 'practice' on
any face, whether it's your own, or those of your friends, family, and colleagues. In this book on the
Nose, be informed and be entertained with this guide to knowing what this seemingly minor facial
feature has to reveal about you, and those around you! Find yourself, your friends, and your family
among the 50 types of eyebrows shown here, and be on your way towards understanding why it is
the key feature that reveals your wealth prospects and capabilities. Is your nose broad or narrow -
and what does that have to say about the amount of money you are likely to have in your life? If
your nose is crooked, are you more apt to take the morally-ambiguous...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is the best operate by any article writer. It is really basic but surprises from the 50 % of the ebook. I realized this ebook from my i and
dad suggested this ebook to discover.
-- Kacie Schroeder-- Kacie Schroeder

This pdf could be well worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is amongst the most incredible publication i have got read through. I discovered
this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Sadye Hill-- Sadye Hill
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